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COVER STORY
We present a Starburst spooktacular on the making of
Ghostbusters. Starting on page to we devote this issue to the
scary, but fun, movie that is sure to take the country by storm
this Christmas. Ghostbusters has done incredible business in
America, and to find out why Randy and Jean-lvlarc Lofficier
interview director Ivan Heitman {page 12), co-producer
Michael Gross {page 16] and the technical team responsible
for the film's amazing special effects {page 22}. Everything
you could possibly want to know about this spooky, cooky
movie. So have no fear, the Ghostbusters are here!

ll ur Gang" and "Their
OE-iang" might seem

puerile when face-
tiously describing, respectively,
the contemporary crop of Fan-
tasy film makers and The Estab-
lishment.

William Friedkin, for example, is a
film director who could be called
"establishment", and what with
films like The Night They Raided
Minslgfs and The Boys in the Band
under h is belt, this description is apt.

Winning five Dscars for his l9Tll
film, The French Connection - in-
cluding Best Film and Best Direction,
Friedkin's follow-up in lB?3 was
The Exorcist, which besides winning
two Dscars {for Best Screenplay and
Sound] was the only horror film to
be nominated as Best Picture of the
year!

But why was Friedkin showered
with Establishment recognition — ie,
Academy Awards, while authentic
horror-thriller-fantasy film directors
such as George Ftomero, David
Cronenberg, John Carpenter, Dario
Argento, Tobe Hooper, Brian de
Palma, etc, go unrecognised? Be-
cause Friedkin is taken "seriously"
by his Hollywood peers, having
helmed general entertainment films

before hitting the yackpot with The
Exorcist, a success he has, to date,
not been able to repeat.

Steven Spielberg and George
Lucas might be Establishment, but
although their films have won
Cisca rs {Star Wars won Til, and
nominations for Best Picture and
Best Direction, none of their films
have actually won them the coveted
Best Director or Best FilmlProdi.ic-
onlaudn.

Where once correctly described
as “new wave" film-malcers, Lucas,
Spielberg, Coppola, lvlilius and co
are still regarded as "movie brats"
Elut apart from a very few excep-
tions like Sam Ftaimi or Children of
the Corn director Fritz ltiersch who
have miraculously emerged from
"nowhere" into theranltsof fantasy
film makers, there is no totally new
fresh creative talent to obliterate
Today's fantasy geniuses -- ie, "Dur
Gang" in the Innovation stakes.

The Film Business, like any busi-
ness is politically incestuous, and
giving credence to "It's Who 'r'ou
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Know . . several seemingly
fresh-faced new fantasy directors
have been more than successful
with their new films. But on closer
inspection, these talented new
directors are themselves, veterans
of the film industry, now directing
films by virtue of association.

For example, take Niclc Castle,
director of the controversial film The
Last Starfighter. He has metamor-
phosised into directing through his
association with John Carpenter.
Apart from playing The Shape in
Carpenters hit movie Halloween,
he has art directed on several
Carpenter films.

Scriptwriter Dan C='Bannon,
famous for his Alien script, is due to
direct Return of the Living Dead lnot
to be confused with George Homer-
o's trilogy]. a vehicle which Tobe
Hooper rejected Hooper's current
project is Space vampires taka, Life
Force} scripted, curiously erioug h by
Dan D'Bannonl

Take Joe Alves. He helmed laws lll
3D, but has an impressive career

background before directing his
first film. He was not only produc-
tion designer on John Carpenter's
Escape From New ‘r'orl=: and Close
Encounters of the Third Kind, but
designed Jaws before working as
2nd unit director on laws ll.

Romancing the stone is directed
by "newcomer" Bobert Zemeckis,
who through his association with
Steven Spielberg and John lvlilius
co-wrote Spielberg's T941’, and co-
wrote and directed l Wanna Hold
‘four Hand, which Spielberg execu-
tive-produced.

These Associates could be termed
a "sub-wave" in the fantasy genre
but whatever way one looks at it,
may they be working for Studios or
Independents, Fantasy film-makers
are definitely "Dur Gang".

They are more than generous
when it com es to helping each other
out on a creative level in relation to
making lvlovies- "Their Gang" -The
Establishment aren't so flexible in
their working patterns, when it
comes to helping each other out
during a crisis. They weren't overtly
sympathetic to now anti-
establishment figure, Roman
Polanski - were they?

Frances Lynn
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INTRODUCTION

you can’t live with them and you can't live without
them." Although the ghosts in Eugene fJ'l"iIeiIl's Strange

interlude l1BB2l are mental ones, the supernatural kind have always
been a favourite subject in the movies. Whether they have been
portrayed as frightening, as in Ghost Story l1EiB1l and Poltergeist
{lBB2l. romantic figures, as in The Ghost and llifrs ilrluir l1El-ll?-ll and
Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands l19?Bl, or even as the focus of
comedy, such as in Topper l1'B3'i'l and C.-‘host Breakers l1B4tll. a good
ghost story is always a welcome diversion.

Ghosthusters could definitely be said to have its origins in the latter
category. The previous credits of I‘-llichael Gross, Associate Producer
on the film. include the comedy television series. Second City
Television and the i‘-lationai Lampoon magazine." Gross was also
involved with director Ivan Fleitman on the Heavy itrietalmovie l1BB1l.
He sees Ghosthusters as a revival of the comedylhorror genre of the
1B3os and IE1-tlos.

Ghosthusters had its beginnings in the fertile mind of comediani
writer Dan Aykroyd. ne of the original stars of the television show
l‘tiBC’Is Saturday Night l_ive, Aykroyd’s film career includes such
comedies as Steven Spielberg’s lB4l l1B?Bl, John Landis’ The Blues
Brothers l1BEl[ll and Trading Places l1BB3l, Aieighhors l1ElB2l. Dr
Detroit, and a role in Twilight Zone: The llrlovie. Aykroyd had
previously worked with Ivan Beitman in Canada in a television show
produced and directed by FlBll.l‘l"lBl"l, Greed.

Aykroyd wrote a first draft screenplay and showed it to longtime
friend and fellow Saturday hlight Live alumnus, Bill Murray. Murray's
first feature film role was in i1rleathallsl1E'J?Ell, which had been directed
by Ivan Fleitman and co-written by Harold Flamis. Murray also starred
in Where the Buffalo Beam l1BBUl. C'addyshacltl1BBDl, also co-written
and directed by Bamis, and Stripes l1BB1l. which co-starred Bamis
and was directed by Fteitman.

It is therefore not surprising that, when Aykroyd and Murray looked
for a director, they decided to contact Ivan Fteitman. It was Fleitman
who was instrumental in shifting the emphasis from the pure fantasy
of Aykroyd’s original concept, to broader and wilder comedy. It was
also at Fleitman's suggestion that l-larold Flamis became involved as a
writer and actor in the film. Bamis, in addition to the above-mentioned
credits, co-wrote lllational Lampoonis Animal House l1BTi‘Bl, and
directed another Saturday Night l_ive alumnus, Chevy Chase. in the
recent i"-lational Lampoon's llacation l1BB3l.

Unce Bamis was involved in the project, the writers went off to
Martha's ‘vineyard where, in the space of two months. a -final draft of
Ghosthusters was completed. Fleitman iiad approached Columbia
with the project in May of 1BB3. Ely June, the film was set to go. and
Michael Gross was hired on. The only problem was, that tho studio
insisted the film be ready for an early summer IBBA release. in order to
be in American theatres well before the Cilympic games.

The story, as developed, concerns a trio of Columbia University
scientists. the womanising "-lenkman {Murray}, the money-hungry
Stantz i[Aykroydl and the maniacal Spengler l amisl, who are expel-
led from academia and set out to open their own business — hunting
ghosts in New York City. The script included a plethora of special
effects. such as the representations of the various ghosts and demons,
the sophisticated weaponry used by the Ghostbusters, and a climactic
battle with an extra-dimensional demon, named C-ioter, who conjures
up a 112 foot tall marshmallow man lthe "Stay-Puft ly1an"!l

II G hosts remind me of men’s smart crack about women. The casting of the film was completed with the addition of beautiful
Sigourney Weaver, as Dana, a New "fork girl who lives in a building
which is in reality the temple of Gozer. and whose refrigerator
contains a doorway into Gozer's dimension. Sigourney Weaver's
credits include Flidley Scott’s Alien [1B?Bl, Peter ‘fates’ Eyewitness
l1BB1, UK. title: The Janitor l and Peter Weir’s The Year of Living
Dangerously l‘lBB3l. The cast also includes Ernie Hudson as Winston.
an extra Ghostbuster hired when business is booming, and Flick
l‘v'loranis as Louis, Dana's unfortunate neighbour. Hudson’s recent
films include Spacehunter and Two ota itirid. Moranis is one of the
famed lv'lcKen.-:ie Brothers from Second City Television.

Cm the technical side. in addition to the skills of Richard Edlund’s
newly-established B.F.C. special effects facility, which was selected to
handle the considerable work of putting together the almost EDD
effects shots required in the film, Ghosthosters was fortunate to enlist
the talents of John De Cuir as Production Designer. De Cuir, who has
been in the business since the 1EJ4os, has won Academy Awards for
The King and l l1B5l3l and Cleopatra l1BE-Bl. His other films include
Hello Elolly l1SB9l, The Other Side of Midnight l1B??l and Steve
Martin‘s Dead ll»-ten Don’t Wear Plaid l1BB2l. De Cuir’s most difficult
task on Ghosthusters was the designing of the'"Goter Temple" set on
Sound Stage 1B at the Burbank Studios. This set. which was E-D feet
tall, covered the entire stage. and cost over $1 million! It represented
the top of a New ‘fork apartment building and was surrounded by a
back-lit, SBD degree. panoramic, New ‘fork skyline backdrop.

ln this special Ghosthusters issue of Starburst, compiled and
written by our Hollywood correspondents Jean-Marc and Bandy
Lofficier, we’ll be looking at the making of the movie. through
interviews with the director Ivan Fteitman, associate producer Michael
Gross and just about the whole special effects team, headed by
Hichard Edlund who has also worked on such movies as Stars Wars
and Brainstorm.

GHOSTBUSTERSIISB-4i
Bill Murray las Dr Peter l.i'enlrrnan,l, Dan Aykroyd ill-'r Baymond
Stantzl, Sigourney Weaver llllana Barrettl. Harold Ftamis l r Egon
Spenglerl, Hick lvloranis itouis Tully), Annie Potts ilianine llrlelnitzl.
William Atherton {Walter Peclrl, Ernie Hudson lWindston Zedd-
more), David Margulies r'Thel1rlayor,i, Steven Tash iitrlale Studentl.
Jennifer Ftunyon ll-'emale Student), Slavitza Jovan lGo.ter,l,
Michael Ensign {Hotel ilrlanagerl, Alice Drurrimond ltihrariani.
Jordan Charney ll.'I-lean Yaegerl, Timothy Earhart lli'ioli'nist,i, John
Flothman iitihraryAdministrator,l, Tom McDermott {Arch-hishopl.
Fluth Clliver i'l.ihrai"y Ghost)‘, lslim Herrin iE.iream Ghostl.
Directed by Ivan Fleitrnan, Screenplay by Dan Aykroyd and Harold
Ftamis, Photographed by Lazlo It-lovaks, Production design by John
De Cuir. Edited by Sheldon I-tahn and David Blewitt, ‘visual Effects
by I’-tichard Edlund, Music by Elmer Bernstein. Associate producers
Joe Medjuck and Michael Gross, Produced by Ivan Fteitman.
Time: 1D5rnins I:E't‘!"[fF"E

lille wish to aclrnowledge the help of Unit Publicist Nancy Willen and
Associate Producer llrlichaei Gross. Without their lrind assistance. this
dossier would not have been possible.
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IVAN REIT

“van Fleitman has had a multi-faceted career, with achievements in
motion p-eiture and television production. direction and writing. A
native -Beech whose family fled to Canada when he was 4.

Fleitman's entertainment career was launched after winning a prize in
a national student competition for the Canadian Bicentennial. As a
student, Fleitman had also directed and produced several plays that
aired on Canadian television.

Fleitman first met with Dan Aykroyd when he produced a live
television variety show, entitled Greed. Shortly thereafter, he pro-
duced Spellbound for the Toronto stage, which evolved into The
Magic Show, a five-year hit on Broadway. After The Magic Show.
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Fleitman produced another Broadway show. based on National
Lampoon magazine. The success of this production enabled Fleitman
to become acquainted with the magazine. and eventually led to the
production of Animal House in 1Elil'B, starring John Belushi.

Fleitman followed Animal House with Meatballs and Stripes. both
starring Bill Murray. Fleitman directed Meatballs. co-written by
Harold Ftamis. who also co-starred in Stripes. Then, in IBB1. Fleitman
produced the animated SF fantasy picture. Heavy Metal. This year, in
addition to Ghostbusters which once again reunites Murray. Aykroyd
and Flamis. Fleitman also produced and directed a musical magic
show, entitled Merlin.
Starburst: llllhen did you first get involved with Ghostousiters?
Ivan BEITMAH: Dan Aykroyd had written a script called Elhostousters.
and showed it to Bill Murray. They liked it and they decided that l
would be the director for the movie. They sent the script to me. and I
didn't like it at all. I sort of hemmed and hawed about it. then I sat down
with Danny and started discussing what I thought we should do with
it. He really liked the ideas. I also suggested that we get Harold Flamis
involved as a writer and an actor in the film. That was last May. So. we
started all over again, using his draft really for certain incidents and
characterisations. We really redid it pretty well from scratch.

We worked all summer. Bill Murray came back from shooting The
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Fia.tor’s Edge in France. and we started shooting in October. lt's not the
fastest film I've ever been involved in, but considering the size of the
production it's pretty remarkable.
How much of the original script is still there?
A lot of it is the kind of business that they're in. Two of the major
incidents in the film were originally in that script. but reworked for the
plot that we developed. His movie would have cost $200 million to
make. it was more of a science fiction extravaganza than a comedy. I
wanted to make a comedy that also had science fiction stuff and neat
effects in it. But, I felt that the weight had to be on the characterisations
and the comedy, rather than the other way around, which was his
script. I made it much more realistic, also in the process. I in uenced
its realism. They're the writers. and they did all the writing.
Was there any resistance about changing it?
No. Once Danny and I finally sat down lace to faoe and talked about it.
he was the most excited advocate. He couldn't w_ait and he seemed
very appreciative of the whole development of it.
Alter you got Harold Pamis in on the script. how long did it take from
the time you started changing things around until you had a
completed script ready to go?
That first draft took about a month or five weeks. We went off to
lillartha's ‘vineyard. stayed there two weeks and did another draft.
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Then, we did another draft after that, that took two or three weeks. We
did three drafts in the space of two months.
lillere there significant changes from one to the next?
It was clearer where the movie was going with each draft and what the
character differentiation was amongst the three of them. What the
major plot incidents should be. That kept on shifting around- The
science line became clearer.
lilihile you were doing the script, were you thinking in terms of what
the special effects would entail?
‘lea. But we knew that we were going to be in real trouble. time-wise.
flight away, the studio was saying, "We need this for next summer."
And it was already less than a year away. Michael Gross contacted
Flichard Edlund, who we had heard was going to leave Industrial Light
Bi Magic and setup a company here. l met him to find out what his
plans were — I think this was already in June of last year— and he said it
was true.
What about the trials and tribulations of closing elf Central Parlr for a
weelr when you went on location in New York?
They weren't happy about that at all. They felt that didn't have a good
location manager. We should have been talked out of the location that
we ended up choosing. It was right in the middle of three very
important arteries. Ouite apart frorn the Central Park West. which is a
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MICHAEL GROSS

Starburst: Could you go over your background?
Michael GFIOSS: Basically, it's a design background. I went to Pratt as
an illustretorlartist. When I was a teenager I used to make home
movies with Don Shayf. We did movies together when we were
fifteen years old, monster movies, creatures in caves, all the stuff
we're doing now! It was a lot cheaper then.

l was the first art director of lliationai Lampoon magazine for its first
five years. Of course, Bill Murray and lvan did films for ltlational
Lampoon. lvan knew Dan Aykroyd from back in Canada. years ago.
when he had produced a television show. Then, lvan produced a
National Lampoon off-Broadway show. called The lilational Lampoon
Show, which had Bill and Bill's brother in it, ..lohn Belushi, Gilda
Fladner, all of what became the Saturday lvight Live people. And I was
at the Lampoon at the time. So I knew all those guys. At that point, I
also met lvan. briefly.

I stayed in magazines and did some other things. When I was in New
“fork I had my own design firm and I was also doing some television
work and producing small, basically museum and industrial films. I
gave up on print finally. I just decided that magazines were dying.
books were limited for what my involvement was, so I left New York to
come here to make films.

Because Heavy Metal was a sister publication to i"llational Lampoon,
l was involved in their early plans to make a film out of it while I was in
New ‘fork. The Heavy Metal film project was than taken to lvan. He
wanted to do it, and raised the money in Canada. I got involved in it. l
was the production designer on it. but I was also the associate
producer. lvan thought that his involvement as a producer would be
picked up a little more by the other producer, but it wasn't. We also
had a weak director, frankly. We found ourselves in a position where
lvan was also doing Stripes, and Heavy Metal had to get done. So. my
responsibilities increased until l was really functioning as line produc-
er on the thing. as well as the production designer.

lvan and I have worked together mostly ever since, but I've been off
doing other things. I was with the Second .Ci'ty Television show. I have
an Emmy nomination for my design work for that. I've done other
projects in between, but basically, I keep coming back and working
with lvan. .
What was the first thing that you did on Ghostbusters when you
stoned?
There are two associate producers on the picture, Joe Medjuk and
myself. We tend to separate our duties for lvan. Mine are almost
exclusively in the area of design and special effects.

Once an art director is on, he has the responsibility for sets and the
look of the movie on a large scale. John De Cuir is a great man. He had
no problems understanding that I would also have a lot of input on the
design ofthe creatures. etc. . .lt all comes to what lvan and I both calla
kind of contemporary science-fiction. indoor humour sensibility, that
is very hard to find if you just plug into people already in the film
business. There's a contemporary thing going on that was reflected in
Heavy Metal, in the l‘-lational Lampoon and in other places. which
doesn't involve an entire industry. It's a sensibility. lvan and I share
that sensibility, and he trusts rne.

So. if you were to take a lot of people in the film business and ask
them to design ghosts. you could be a long time getting there. Sowhat
I immediately did was to put together a number of designers. We had
some design work that had been done out of the country, in Canada.
and we just started putting concepts together. What do the ghosts
look like? What doesa Terror Dog look like? What is this creature we're
talking about? And, of course the script was changing as fast as we
could even work on it. But it was just to try and conceptualise what all
this was about.
' Now the editor of E'inel’ex-



Then, we had to start storyboarding immediately. The biggest
immediate problem, obviously, was that we knew we had a range of
special effects that were so large and extraordinary. and such a short
amount oftime to do them. The problem was, where were we going to
go with it? l.L.M. couldn't take us. At that time, Dune was at Apogee.
and not only that, but it looked like Dune was going to spread itself all
over town. . . We could have gone to people like Dreamcjuest, for
whom I have a great deal of respect, but they really weren't big
enough to take on a project of this scale. And, they were the first to
recognise that there were effects in this lm that, although they could
have done them. it would have been the rst time they were doing
them. We also just didn't know how much research and development
there was going to be. . . So, we just didn't have the time.

It was at that point that someone came to me and said Ishould talkto
Flichard Edlund. because he was leaving |.L.M. and setting up his own
shop down here. So. I talked to him. gave him a script, and it all fell
right into place. What happened then is that the shop that Edlund set
up here is being financed by Columbia and MGMTLIA jointly, to do
Ghosthusters and zero. But. if that hadn't happened, where would we
have gone? l don't know. Frankly, there's a good chance that we would
not have been able to make the film, at least not on time.

We then had the added benefit that a lot of the people that work for
Edlund had worked for him in the past on other films. including
Poltergeist. The advantage of having people like John Bruno, for
 

Opposite top: Dr Egon Spengler {Harold Flarnisl checks our a New 'l"'orlr
library for signs of a haunting. Opposite below: The Ghosthusters pose by
the Ghostbusters-mobile. Above: Bad times for Dana Barrett lSigourney
li'll'eaver,l as the minions of Goaer take her captive.

example, who have literally handled ghosts before, was a great
benefit. Ironically, now, in the cut of the picture. we have removed
most of the ghosts.
Tell us more about the designs of the various ghosts
White the script was metamorphosising. we had to decide what these
things would look like. It's easy to talk about a ghost. but then you say
you want an original ghost. . . For example, in the film, we have this
thing called Onion Head. which is not a guy running around with a big
onion for a head, but is a ghost. So we had to decide on what he would
be like.

Another example. the Terror Dogs. At one point the Terror Dogs
were dogs that were something running from Gozer's dimension.
They were big, bufloon-like, silly, almost loveable animals. Not really
loveable. because they were monsters, but stupid, -drooling like
demented dogsi Th en, at another point. they were almost skeletal. But
it wasn't until we reached the point in the script when we realised that
these dogs were coming here with a purpose —to devour these people
- that the concept solidified. But, it solidified in the midst of a schedule
that was so difficult that we were actually putting together the effects
people to construct it as we were still trying to decide what it was. That
kind of race was constant.
lllihat about the storyboards.-? That was obvi'oosly going on at the
S l’.l'?E' Il.l'T.lE. . .
‘res. Again, we had to start storyboa rding early, just to get the scenes
locked down. We were storyboarding even before we got the effects
people on. which is not a great thing to doi It helps the director and
everybody else to see just what the scene might be, but really the
effects people have to do the storyboarding, because what they do. in
effect, is storyboard what they know they can produce. F
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plillhet were some of the problems encountered in shooting in lllew
Fork?
One of the more amazing feats accomplished in this film was a "stunt"
put together by Chuck Gaspar, who does the physical effects. and by
John De Cuir, who designed it. They worked out something that's
really spectacular, But, it made working in New ‘lork quite difficult. . .
That "stunt" deals with a scene in which the boys fall into a hole in the
ground in front of the Gozer building in New York City. Obviously, we
couldn't dig a hole in the streets of New York, although John De Cuir
wanted to! So, for a couple hundred thousand dollars, we worked out
a great "stunt".

When the guys rise up out of the hole, as well as when there are
people screaming in the streets, what you actually see is tremendous
rubble in front of the building. The asphalt is torn up, at extreme
angles. There is a police car in the hole, steam pipes are coming out.
etc. . . Well, we couldn't go into the street to shoot this, so all that was
built on top of the real street! The street is still there, of course, and
there are fake pieces of it, all cut at strategic angles, to cover the fact
that there is no hole in it. The automobile is cut in half and tilted up at
that angle. . .

So, now, at one point in the film, you see the ground open up. and
you see the hole, and you see the guys fall down in the hole. That was
all a recreation of the front of the building and the street, built over
here on the Columbia Ranch. and which could only be shot in a limited
number of ways. We dug a hole in the ground, and Chuck Gaspar
rigged a street that is hydraulically controlled to collapse. So, the
pieces just split and collapse. and everything falls right into it. stunt
car. stunt men, etc. . . The steam pipes pop up. . . When you intercut it
with the stuff we shot in New York, you can't tell that lt’s not there.
What about some ol the otherproblems oifshooting in New York. such
as closing oll Central Park?
Peter lllenlrman iBill Murravl. fast-talking University lecturer, lines up a date
with a pretty but gullible student l'.lennil'er Runyon].
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Mostly traffic problems. New ‘lork is a city that is already congested to
the limit, and when you take Central Park West and you close down
everything but one lane, and it leaves only Bbth Street. which is a
transversethat runs through the park, and that's already slowed down
to a halt — you've tied up a third of Manhattan all the while you're
shooting. We even shot through Friday l'l.lBI"I hour onoe.

The hotel where we were staying was down the street from where
we were shooting. I remember walking down at the end of one
shooting day and hearing car horns beeping from as far away as the
low Fifties. I went into the bar ofthe hotel. and sat down to have a beer.
I had a button on my coat which was one of our crew buttons, so we
could be identified in the masses. This guy came in and said, "Jesus
Christ! Two and a half hours to get from Thirtieth Street to herel What
the hell is going on up there!" Some other guy jumps up at the bar and
says, "A bunch of sons of b... are making a moviel They're screwing
up half the town, making a g-d moviel" So. I took my button off, stuck
it in my pocket and hid it. Normally. you'd be in a place like that, kind of
proud that you're making a film, but not usl I wasn't going to say a
word! At one point, some guy asked me what I do, and I said I worked
for a subsidiary of Coca Cola!‘

But. the press treated us very well, and ‘host people had a really
good time. People do like to see a movie shot. ndthe New York extras
were fabulous. It was difficult only because we were on the streets the
whole time. I can't think of a single outrageous anecdote, however.
We only shot there about three and a half weeks. We had Central Park
closed off for a week. There was a poin , when we were coming to our
last day, when we went to one of the cops who headed the group of
patrolman that we had on the film. and we said, "We may need to
shoot another half day. a Satu rday." He said, “No, you're not. It's over,
you're wrapping at 1 1.3-o tonight." They were great. but it was tough
on everybody. I

" Columbia. who is producing Ghostbusters. i's a subsidiary oi the Coca-Cola
company.



l
ecause of the large quantity of special effects required by the
story - almost EDD shots — and the pressure of a very short
production schedule. Ghostbusters could have turned into

what industry people sometimes refer to as a "nightmare". "r’et. the
film was delivered on time. although not without its normal share of
crises and problems.

ENTER: EDLUND—
The story ofthe special effects of Ohostbusters is. coincidentally, also
that of the first film made by B.F.C., a new special effects house setup
by Academy Award winner Richard Edlund. 'v'ery early on, a team of
designers had started work, storyboarding the film. Meanwhile, the
production had gone looking for a special effects house that could
handle the sheer volume of work in the prescribed period of time.
They were delighted to find that Richard Edlund had left George
Lucas’ Industrial Light and Magic SPFX. company in San Rafael, to
form his own effects facility in the l_os Angeles area.

22

"l had spent a great dea of time under the Lucasfilm umbrella,"
says Edlund, whose credits include the Star Wars films, ifiaiders ofthe
LostArlt, and Poltergeist. "I wanted to go out and etwet myself. I felt
that, once I had finished Jedi, my job was essentially done. Some
opportunities began to present themselves down in L.A. There were a
number of close friends and working associates who also feltthe need
to change their situations, so we mutually decided to come down
here."

Edlund had maintained an "ongoing communication" with Douglas
Trumbull since the days of Star Wars. Aware that Trumbull wanted to
direct pictures {es evidenced by his recent Brainstorm], and that
Trumbull's partner, Richard '"r'uricich, wanted to become a Director of
Photography in features, Edlund went into partnership with the two
men. He and his friends moved into the premises of Trumbull's and
li'urioich's llenice-based E.E-G. "We're partners in this operation now,
from the standpoint of the facility and the equipment," Edlund
explains. "But the people who are working with me here are an intact
group." They renamed the company B.F.C.
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Most good effects films are. We haye been pushed to another
maximum on Ghosthusters, in that some our shots are fairly long. At
this point, we're trying to trim them down a little, because there isn't
an effects shot in the world that you can get away with for twenty
seconds."

SHOOTING IN GOZEFFS TEMPLE
Because Ghosthusters was shot partly on location in New ‘fork, and
partly on Stage 1E at the Burbank Studios, where John De Cuir had
built his giant Goter Temple set, s number of mattes were required to
enhance the picture. This iob tell to Neil Krepela, Matte Camera
Supervisor, who came with Edlund from l.L.|'li| ., and Matthew Yuricich
who did the matte paintings for the lm. ‘furicich, one of the most
respected matte artists in the industry, has worked on such classics as
The Day the Earth Stood Stiii [1951 ]|, Forbidden Pianet l 1 B561, Bert-J-iur
l195Bl, Mutiny on the Bounty l15E2l, Ciose Encounters of the Third
Kind, Star Trek: The Motion Picture l1El'iHl and Biede Runner [19B2l.

“There are about fifty mattes in this picture" says Yuricich, "and
they're mostly architectural. To match with the temple top created by
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John De Cuir, I added about thirty storeys on to the building that we
actually used in New York. It's actually an old-fashioned kind of matte
work, because you must respect the realism. and yet take license with
it. In a way, this is harder because what you're painting is really out
there. For instance, there are many buildings two, three or four times
taller than this one building. We cut those other buildings down
shorter, so that the temple top looks like it's up there alone. We want
this to be the building that you see. That in itself is difficult, because
the building looks different. Whenever you see the Empire State
building in the New York skyline you buy it. because you're familiar
with it. This building looks real, but people are going to wonder where
it come from.

“The panoramic yiews of New York posed a problem, because it
was like haying two paintings on one. n one hand, we're painting a
building on ton of an eitisting building, and the two haye to fit
together. Now, whateyer camera trick they use to bring it together, will
change my painting of the whole city panorama. So, I haye to get the
centrepiece tied together well enough that I know how to go on from
there.





h- too. We would haye storyboards of our shots. We'd line up and he
would check the cameras. If he eyer moyed the cameras around, it was
always for the better. You can't fight that!"

Krepela also precises that a good depth of field is required for
matching the liye action plates. "For matte painting and effects work
in general, if you're going to put something into the scene, such as a
monster running towards you, you don't want to haye a short depth of
field. if you did, it would be mushy back there, and then, when you
start shooting your miniature, you'ye got to match that mush. It just
adds a lot of complexity to the thing, and it doesn't always look good,
because what you want the public to loot: at will often be |ost."

Because the Ei5mm cameras were always used on set, there is yery
little chance that any effects would haye to be matched to a 35mm liye
action plate. Says Edlund, "The only time that really happens, is if
there are one or two shots that are needed as an afterthought, and
which we can do by running the elements in bi-pack in the composite
camera. The other reason for that would be if we needed to shoot
something at 35!} frames per second with a special camera that will go
that fast. There's no B mm camera that can do that. Dccasionally we'll
shoot an element at EDD frames a second, then take the negatiye from
that, blow it up to a 55mm interpositiye, and then it fits back into our
process."

THE GHOSTMAKERS
While the liye action work was being filmed in New York, and later at
the Burbank Studios, the special effects team at B.F.C. was busy trying
to meet its deadline. Under the direction of Stuart Ziff. a special Ghost
Ftoom was put together to handle the final design and construction of
the fantasy creatures appearing in the film. These include a ghost
dubbed Union Head, the Terror Dogs, which are dog-shaped demon-
agerits of Gozter, and finally, the Stay~Puft Man. which is the giant
marshmallow creature used by Gazer in the final confrontation with
the Ghostbusters.

John Bruno explains how the ghosts were created. "We had a
number of concepts of how many types of ghosts there were. i just
took the approach that a ghost is anything dead. ’t"ou could haye
prehistoric weird things, strange amoebic blobs, animai ghosts, etc.
There could be eyerything as a ghost, and that's what comes back in
this film. In the ‘g host geyser’ scene, where all of the captured ghosts
escape from the Ghostbusters' headquarters. there's just eyerything
that was eyer aliye. or eyer liyed for an instant, such as mosquitoes! "

in keeping with the spirit of the film, some of the ghosts were
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Top: Comedian Bill Murray ioolringr pretty cool as Ghosthustor Dr Peter
ltenkrnan. Aboye: Louis Taffy {Rich llrforanisi, Dana's nerdish neighbour, is
iolted by the power of Eater.
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conceiyed to be scary, and others funny. "the Union Head, for
instance, is a funny ghost." explains Bruno, who traces its eyolution
to. . . John Belushi! The Elnion Head, conceiyed by Dan Aykroyd and
originally designed by Assistant Producer Michael Gross. was finally
sculpted by Steye Johnson, who worked on Greystolte. An American
Werewolf in London and The Howling l'lElB1}. "The first thing we
heard was that Union Head was based on John," Bruno comments.
“So, we studied Animal’ House. We studied the expressions that John
Belushi used in that. But then, it eyolyed and just acquired its own
personality, also because of the actor that's in there. How, if it doesn't
get a laugh in the film, I won't understand! But eyetything else is
played straight. If the film is funny, it's in the way it was written and
acted. At no time are the Terror Dogs to be considered not dangerous.
What happens in Dana's apartment is a scary thing. The Marshmallow
man is not funny. He is ridiculous, but we don't approach him as a
joke. You neyer forget that he is a giant demon, a huge deyil god."

To bring these ghosts to life lhalf-life?l, Stuart Ziff hired about 40
artists and technicians. Ziff preyiously worked on Star Wars, Star Trelr;
The Motion Picture, Dragonsiayer and Return of the Jedi. "I wanted a
really dynamic and creatiye group," he explains. "But, more than that,
I didn't want one look. If I were to just hire people for one genre.
everything would haye iooliedthe same. So, I made a point of bringing
in these different groups, which has really meant a lot more turmoil on
my part because of the yarious personalities. Initially, I hoped to haye
one person per ghost, and have fiye or six different things to do. But it
didn't exactly work out that way. Some guys got more, some were
group efforts, some were one man shows. The sculptures take the
personality of the person working on them. For example, Linda
Frobos, who is a delightful and bubbly woman, designed the Stay-Puh
Man head, and it has her personality in it."

John Berg, who is credited as a Consultant on -Ghosthusters, agrees
with Ziff. "lt's always difficult to find people that haye that unique gift
of being able to synthesise a personality. It's eyen more difficult on a
project like this, because you haye seyeral people associated with one
creature. So you hope to get a really good group of people able to do
that, and that they haye enough time and enough good, clear direction
to pull it together, so that the entity can start to personify.“

ANIMA TED MONSTEHS
Deciding when to use a full-size costume, or a stop-motion puppet
was a constant problem for the production. John Bruno says, “We
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constantly needed to figure out ifthere's something we should do live,
to maybe take the weight off the animation department, or stop
motion." For the Union Head, Terry Windell and Garry Walter, the two
animation department supervisors and former l.L.M. employees,
used a two-inch miniature which they shot on the Uxberry motion
control camera. Windell explains, “We're using the miniature, be-
cause the actual acrobatics that it does couldn't be done by the large
puppet. Annick Terrien and Peggy Flegan are two of our technical
animators. They are doing a lot of the roloscoping to meld the
characters, such as Union Head, into the actual live action scene."

In several cases, the original designs had to be modified to fit the
animation. Ziff explains, " For example, the Terror Dog design we got
looked good, but Flandy Cook, who was going to ultimately stop-
motion animate it, noticed that, if the mouth closed, the lower teeth
were going to puncture through the jaw! The Terror Dogs start off as
creatures of stone, and transform. We made this rubber claw that had
to break through the plaster. But, it was very delicate, and could not
push anything. So, Chuck Gaspar had his guys make little push rods to
break the plaster. We also had Terror Dogs with a person half-way
inside, and ten people operating all the mechanisms. Justthe logistics
of moving all these people around, moving the mechanisms and
keeping everything working, was a technical headache, although
ultimately ‘rt worked out fine. We were saved because it was shot
second unit. If we would have had to do the first unit, it would have
been a disaster.

"Another thing to touch on is, that while we were building all the
creatures, we had to be shooting live action. We had to continue to
build them at B.F.C. at the sametime as we had to deal with production
schedules that were just changing constantly. For example, some
days, we'd go to the sound stage and they wouldn't even use us. And
these were the same people that I needed back here to build things!
We worked continuously, seven days a week to complete the Terror
Dogs. We got it done on December 5 and they didn't shoot it until
fifteen days later."

Linda Frobos, whose previousjobs include sculpting on S,eacehun-
terand Buckaroo Banzai, madethree Stay-Puft Man heads, one happy,
one frowning,‘ and a third one with two major expressions, a grimaee
and surprise. “They gave us several cartoon drawings of him in
different poses and angles. We talked a lot about the feeling that he
was supposed to have. What I did," Frobos explains, "was to sculpt a
maquette of each expressions so that l could look for shapes that
could be moved in a certain way, so that they can form either
expression. Un the face where we need two very different express-
ions, for instance, lstarted out with the maquettes and I sculpted aface
that is in-between the two expressions required. So the sculptu re itself
looks very bland. The expressions are achieved with articulations.
Because the Stay-Puit Man is very smooth, there's a real difficulty and
challenge in trying to articulate its face. Something that is wrinkled,
hairy or has very distinguishing lines is very forgiving."

Bill Bryan, who bull the Stay-Puft Man costume, and acted the part-
except in the stunt scenes portraying the destruction of the Monster
by fire — describes it as a combination of a sauna suit and a universal
gym! "'l was handed the design and was told. ’This is what we got
approved and it's probably what we want.' To wear the costume, you
have to be able to translate just how fast he could walk. I spent some
time just figuring out what the walk was going to be. Would it be a fat
man waddling, leg and hand moving at the same time? Ur would it be
more of a Godzilla swing? We ended up with the swing. Since we're
shooting at T2 frames per second, l had to translate it into one third
speed movement. The body was made from foam sheet. We built
front view suits, backview suits and side view suits. Each shot really
had its own problems. There are four burning shots, and each of those
required two suits. We also built one suit that had extra long arms to
force the perspective, and oversized hands for the same reason."
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A BURNING QUESTION
The major problem with the Stay-Puff Man costume was to enable it ti
burn, and at the same time make it safe for the stuntman that wa:
wearing it- “Uriginelly, I thought that we'd be faking the flame bi
airbrushing some browning and blackening while on camera,‘
continues Bryan, "and maybe some chemical mixture to get a littlt
bubbling action and some bladders under the surface to get a large:
bubbling action, and then animate in the flames, or stick them ir
optically. But, Hichard didn't want that, and the word came down thal
it did have to he fire, and it did have to look like he'd been doused witt-
gasoline and ||t. We were lucky in that the method that we had been
using to construct the suit lent itself to including a layer of non-
burning foam. And we were also lucky in that the type of foam that
looked right also burned right! So, we started with inch-thick foam.
Then, we decided that. in order not to get as much pollutants in the air,
a half-inch thick would be sufficient. Also, that way, it doesn't eat as
close to the stuntman. Un the body, there's a half inch of flammable
foam, then a half inch of the best non-flammable foam which has 42%-
fire-retardant additives. We glued it down to a more rigid foam and
than smeared another re retardant into it. Now, it's a leathery texture
and has no air bubbles in it, which keeps the other foam from
absorbing air."

Supervising the destruction of the Stay-Puff Man was the job of
Thaine Morris. Mechanical Effects Supervisor, who is another l.L.M.
alumnus- “We used an air mortar to blow its head away, but because it
was so heavy, we actually had to jerk it out of frame with a string! As
regards the actual burning, we had to come up with a foam that would
retard the re and would not burn through and get to the stuntman.
Then. we had to nd some kind of flame that would conform to the
scale of the Stay-Puff Man, which is one-twelfth scale. We ended up
using something called Krackle Kolor to burn the guy up. his a
flammable liquid that burns with just a little bit of sparks, and it seems
to keep the flame down. We've taken some liberty with the Stay-Pull.
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Q» looks like a very large explosion that's actually a whole bunch of little
ones. I have a timer so that l can control them to .lIllIl1 seconds."
The model was built with strong construction plywood and meticu-
lously put together. "There's no stage we have here that's tall enough
to accomodate the whole building," comments Stetson, "so we had to
build it in such a way that it was open enough inside to be able to Iig ht
up rooms as required, and strong enough to be able to withstand
people climbing on it. It had to be able to come apart in three sections,
and nally to withstand the pyrotechnic blasts. Most of it was a matter
of careful construction to begin with. In the pyrotechnic area, we had
prepared a bomb chamber. The temple floor is quarter-inch steel, and
has big, square, tubular steel upright columns welded on to both the
bottom and top cover plates, so that the entire blast is actually
contained in welded steel. To the upright columns we added alumi-
nium xtures and cast urethane panelling. in the first test, the
aluminium braces were actually riveted to the steel, and the rivets
were blown out.

“The facade is all in either vacuum form, brick panelling or
ornamental cast urethane to simulate ornamental plaster. Some areas
on it are break away and are cast in lighter urethane or plaster. The top
fountain-like ornament is in fibreglass. The scale of the building was
determined based on the size of the Stay-Putt Man. Since it was
decided that that would be a man in a suit, and since we knew that he
was supposed to be T12 ifz feet, we scaled the building to that. lt came
out to be a1i1Bth scale building. Which is an awkward scale to build in,
because there's nothing available in that scale that you can buy stock
components of. it was about a ten week lob and we've been
maintaining and mddifying it for the last two or three weeks."

THE PHANTOM GUN SLINGERS
Another weird concept that was created in the film was the weapon
used by the Ghostbusters to deal with the various creatures they
encounter. These Neutrons Wands are actually used by the Ghostbus-
ters to entrap their phantom victims. "We wanted something diffe-
rent," explains Bruno. "We didn't want lasers. We didn't want
lightning bolts at the ends. What the guns are doing is pulling atoms
out of the wall. When you move it, it moves like a hose of water and is
stuck to a point and dragging all the time." The Neutrona Wands were
animated by Gary Waller and Terry Windell's department. "At first we
designed them to be a straight, black and white high~contrast
element," Terry Waller explains. “In other words, we produce black
and white artwork, shoot a negative which then becomes the optical
printing element, which they print in colour. It's designed in such a
way that there are actually three separate pieces of artwork per frame
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Top: A detail from the full-size rnoelr-up of Dena Barrett's apartment building.
lfou can gust rnalre out the rafters of the studio in the top corners of the picture.
Above: Venirrnltt {Biff llfurrayl and Dane {Sigourney Weaver} emerge trium-
phant from the apartment building at the end of the movie.

on black and white. The wand is thus animated, inked, and separated
into three levels, shot and sent to opticals.

"Since then, it's now multiplied up to five elements. Several new
colour elements are compounded with multiple moves, such as the
guntips now flare as if they have a muzzle flash. There's a spectral
light, like two lines of a starburst. lt's a magenta flare bisected by blue.
horizontal light. The centre is like a laser, only rubberised. It's as if the
gun is shooting out energy and sucking in molecules at the same time.
lt's very hard to do convincing animation, because they have to be
more than a slick laser. The first time they come on, they get a laugh
just because of the Ghostbusters' reactions. Elut, at the same time you
have to give them enough polish so that it merits the laugh.“

SOMETHING WEIRD IN THE
FRIDGE
Waller and Wlndell also developed a tunnel effect to portray the door
into Gozer's Dimension that is located in Dana's refrigerator. "lt's
basically a Hitchcock effect," says Waller. "Something's coming at
you, but you toom away from it." "What that is, at this point of the
lm. is a glimpse into the future." explains Bruno. "We want

everybody to see it. and not know what they saw. Technically, we're
taking a platethat we already shot of the pyramid and the stairway. We
did a painting earlier, that's basically a typical hell setting of flames
and orange colours and a lot of heat. In there are the clouds that you
will see at the end of the film, but everything will be orange. There will
be flames, and as we move into the refrigerator, there will be Terror
Do_g images- "l'ou'll be able to see it if you know what it is, but at that
point you probably won't know. ln the long shot we don't want to be
quite able to see it. The close up will have a dog rise right up into the
frame, and there will be a flare coming out of it5 mguth that will
obscure anything that you think you saw, and which will scare Elana
enough to close the door- We need dry ice smoke at floor level for the
effect. But, the problem is that you can't have flames come up through
it, because it puts out the smoke. So, Thaine Morris has come up with
some other solution for that problem - yellow smoke, a light lemon
colour with flames coming out of th at, and the dog rises up and jumps
out." b.
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For this sequence, Gary Platek designed and executed various
laser-generated effects. Flatek worked previously on Star Trait.‘ The
Motion Picture, Poltergeist, The Right Stuff and Grerniins. He ex-
plains, "The laser system is a 5 watt argon laser. Which gives me
about nine different shades of greens and blues and ultraviolet light.
Then, I also have a dial laser which gives me continuous shading
control over yellow, orange and red. Anything in between, I can turn a
little dial and it changes those colours. The outputs of those are aimed
at an K-‘r' galvanometer, which are little electromagnets with mirrors
on top. They're like small electric motors. ne moves vertically and
one moves horizontally. Combine those two and you can draw a circle.
Combine them even faster, you can write a name or draw a picture.
The galvanometers are hooked up to an Apple computer. That
computer has a Gibson light-pen and a program that was written by a
man named Gary Leo. We started this little system on Poltergeist.
Basicallywe built it up in a week, and over the next year refined it. With
the light-pen, I can draw on the computer screen whatever shape I
want the laser to draw. I can draw up to sixteen shapes, and then I can
pick what order I want those shapes to appear in, in what size and on
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what path. I can make a whole little animation. It has the capability to
draw a little man that runs around and chenges size and shape. I don't
do that, but I could. What I usually do is draw in something abstract,
maybe ten abstract shapes that are related, then I animate those to get
an effect.

"For example, in the end sequence, in the temple. at the top of the
pyramid, there will be a golden, yellow light coming out of it. That's a
laser effect. What I did, was to draw a pyramid shape, with no bottom
and I aimed that at a piece of mylar, then I aimed that right at the
camera, right around the lens. So, you have a pyramid shaped piece of
light coming at you, but you can't see it. So l have to introduce
something into the air that will let you see it. For that, I have a fifty
gallon drum of water that l heat, then put dry ice in there and blow the
dry ice towards the camera for about three feet. That way. we get this
sort of light fingers effect. Another place where I use the laser is with
Union Head. He's going to go crashing into a wall in one scene. They
wanted an "ectospIat" effect. All I did that time was draw a straight
line with the laser in a parallel to a table, with the camera above it
looking down to match the angle of the camera looking at the wall in
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